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tHe SiNFUL WOMAN AS AN eXAMpLe  
OF METANOIA iN tHe BYZANtiNe pOetrY

sUMMary: a story about the sinful woman is told in the Gospel, where she is 
an example of deep repentance. The Byzantine authors often used this example 
in their poetic and homiletic works. In this article I juxtapose three genres of 
byzantine poetry and i compare the literary motif of the sinful woman which 
appears in each of them. i choose the most representative genres of byzantine 
poetry, as kontakion, kanon and t roparion (or s t icheron). In the first 
part I examine Romanos’ kontakion On the sinful woman, in the second one – 
andrew of Crete’s the Megas Kanon and in the last part – kassia’s troparion, 
commonly called On Mary Magdalene. the works are connected by the com-
mon theme, but they are different in respect of the form and the literary genre. 
In my paper I try to show how the same example of the Gospel parable is used 
in different ways in literary works.

keyWords: romanos the Melodist, andrew of Crete, kassia the nun, kon-
takion, kanon, troparion, metanoia, the sinful woman

the aim of my article is the analysis of the “sinful woman” motif appear-
ing in three various genres of byzantine liturgical poetry: in romanos 
the Melodist’s kontakion, in andrew of Crete’s kanon and in kassia the 
nun’s troparion. the sinful woman is the heroine of some Gospel para-
bles, the most popular of which is that in the luke 7,37. In the literature 
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of the first centuries of Christianity, the harlot with the Prodigal Son 
(luke 15,11 -32) and the Publican (luke 18,9 -14) became a symbol of 
repentance and conversion, which is described as metanoia (Catafygiotu 
topping 1981: 205). a. tripolitis notes the special popularity of the har-
lot’s history : Her story has been the topic of countless Lenten sermons 
and hymns of the Eastern Church since the fourth century. Numerous 
preachers and hymnographers have elaborated Luke’s account (tripoli-
tis 1992: 76). Romanos belongs to those hymnographers and preachers 
who developed the topic of the convert woman, as well as kassia whose 
troparion devoted to the same figure is sung as a penitential hymn dur-
ing the morning worship (ortros) on Holy Wednesday. From andrew of 
Crete’s works i have selected, obviously enough, the Great Kanon, also 
sung during lent, because its main theme is atonement.

although each of these works have been discussed by scholars, there 
have not been many attempts, so far, to look comprehensively into their 
common motif of the sinful woman and repentance from the compara-
tive point of view.1 indeed, J. H. barkhuizen, while commenting ro-
manos’ kontakion, talks about the subsequent development of the sub-
ject by kassia (barkhuizen 1990: 40). in turn, e. Catafygiotu -topping 
and a. r. dyck indicate that kassia could refer to the older poet, they 
both also mention the use of the plot of a harlot by andrew of Crete 
(Catafygiotu -Topping 1981: 206; Dyck 1986: 65 -66). However, in re-
searches on byzantine hymnography there has been no systematic treat-
ment of the issue – so i am going to focus on how the Gospel theme was 
transformed in the different literary genres and to examine the way the 
Byzantine authors from the 6th to the 9th century speak about metanoia.

1. THE kONTAkION

a kontakion is considered the most elaborate from the byzantine po-
etic forms, its emergence and flowering are associated with the name 

1 an analysis and a commentary of the kontakion, see barkhuizen 1990; Grosdidier 
de Matons 1965: 13 -43. There are many articles and essays about Kassia’s troparion, 
but the least developed in regard to literary issues is the Great Kanon and those works 
are from the middle of the last century (see references).
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of Romanos the Melodist, the poet and composer of the 6th century. it 
was a poetic sermon beginning with prooimion, followed by a refrain 
and stanzas arranged in an acrostic (in the number of 18 -32).2 in its 
contents based on some biblical story or memory of saints or martyrs; it 
was performed during the liturgy after the reading of the Gospel, hence 
its preaching function, despite the preponderance of clearly poetic and 
musical features.

the very fact that an author uses a story or a description of the events 
from the Gospel suggests that the poetic form will gain the character of 
the epic, and the fundamental warp of mentioned above romanos’ work 
is a parable of the Gospel of luke (7,36 -50). The Evangelist tells the 
story of Jesus’ visit to the house of simon the Pharisee and the harlot’s 
arrival who, weeping, washed Jesus’ feet, anointed them, and wiped 
with her hair. as biblical commentaries give, the woman should not be 
identified with Mary Magdalene,3 although many authors of papers au-
tomatically just associate this heroine.4 Her name does not appear in the 
works in question – a woman there is determined po;rnh (or more gently 
peripesou#sa gunh;), in the Gospel – a[martwlo’v gunh;.

Romanos the Melodist in the first prooimion (the kontakion has two 
prooimia) recalls the figure of the harlot and familiarizes the reader (or 
listener – the participant of the liturgy) with the subject of conversion 
and repentance, which will be developed later in the work:

[O po;rnhn kale;sav yugate;ran, Criste' o[ Yeo;v,

ui[o’n metanoi;av ka]me' a]nadei;xav,

de;omai, r[u#sai; me tou# borbo;rou tw#n e</rgwn mou.5

2 Bibliography concerning a kontakion, see Wellesz 2006; Grosdidier de Matons 
1977; Grosdidier de Matons 1980 -1981: 31 -43.

3 Biblia Tysiąclecia 2005: 1364: Mary Magdalene was identified with the converted 
sinner only since the sixth century, and only in the West, translation a.H. (the note to 
luc. 7,37). This resulted from the fact that Pope Gregory the Great (540 -604) officially 
decided that Maria Magdalene, Mary of bethany (sister of Martha and lazarus) and the 
sinner in luc. (7,36 -50) are one and the same woman. The Russian Orthodox Church 
has maintained a distinction between them and honour them on different days (i quote 
from Knapp 1999: 599). See too Dyck 1986: 66 -67, note 9.

4 For example Kazdhan 1999: 317ff.
5 all quotations according to the edition sCh.
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in the second prooimion the author allows the woman to speak on 
her own behalf:

Pw#v soi a]teni;sw toi#v o/mmasin

h[ pa;ntav a]patw#sa toi#v neu;masin?

after the initial stanzas containing the narrator’s comments on the 
harlot, her spiritual transformation, and his own sinfulness, the author 
of the kontakion adds a parable of the multiplication of the loaves – 
a metaphor of bread enriches the story of the woman’s profound con-
version. From the 4th stanza on her monologue begins, which later turns 
into a seeming dialogue, she. in the beginning the woman seemingly re-
turns to Christ, but it is happening only in her imagination. Metaphors, 
as is often in the case of Mary Magdalene and the heroine of this Gospel 
episode, depict the scene in an erotic way has the erotic sense, but, with 
play on words, and stylistic devices like chiasmos, mean pure love6 for 
God and repentance:

a]lloiou#mai pro'v to’n po;yon tou# poyhtou#,

kai' w[v ye;lei filhyh#nai, ou=tw filw# to'n e]rasth;n mou... (5,5 -6).7

Another example is calling the house of a Pharisee, in which the 
meeting takes place, by the word ya;lamov (12,3) – it raises an obvi-
ous association with the wedding, which on the one hand leaves the 
reader still in the realm of erotic associations, but also – if to take into 
account the rich tradition, in Christian writings, of naming Christ the 
bridegroom8 and offering someone’s life to Him – may suggest just this 
kind of “marriage”.

in several stanzas the characters of the old testament are cited: el-
ijah, anna and samuel – anna’s childlessness is compared to infertility 

6 kazhdan 1999b: 318: Romanos follows the plot of the Gospel, contrasting Mary 
with Simon the Pharisee and proclaming true love higher than formal veneration. ka-
zhdan referring to Dyck 1986: 66.

7 about the problems of grammar in this passage, see barkhuizen 1990: 44ff.
8 Compare the Methodius’ of olympus Symposion, especially the ending of the 

treaty or Thecla’s Hymn (about influences of Methodius on Romanos I have written in 
the article ’Methodius of olympus – one of the Greek sources of kontakia by romanos 
the Melodist’ (Heszen 2013)).
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of a soul before conversion; david and Mikal – as a parallel between the 
love of the king’s daughter, who gave up everything for the poor shep-
herd, and the love for “the descendant david”: to'n e]k Daui'd poyw# kai' 
ste;rgw (11,6), because of whom the heroine of the kontakion despises 
unjustly acquired wealth: to'n a/dikon plou#ton u[perorw# (11,9). as we 
shall see in subsequent works analysed here, this kind of juxtaposition 
between the figures of both Testaments are common and important in 
the composition of liturgical songs and their transmission – the charac-
ters of the Old one are a prefiguration, an exemplification, a model or 
a prototype for the characters or the events of the new testament9 (this 
is, for instance, Rahab in the 7th stanza10). in the subject undertaken by 
romanos rhetoric also plays an important role – these parallels are em-
phasized by euphonic and semantic combinations:

w[v Samouh'l th#v a]te;knou, ]Emmanouh'l th#v a]na;ndrou,

th#v stei;rav h}rev o/neidov... (8,9)

Another way of enriching the content or rhetorical “beautification” of 
the work is being free and creative in expanding certain topics of the New 
Testament. One example of it is the harlot’s dialogue with the perfume 
seller (strophes 9 -11), which operates on the edge of erotic and spiritual 
a]ga;ph, and is an opportunity for the woman to provide insights regard-
ing her sinful past, contrasted with new, now pure love. the response to 
the seller’s question, who deserves such a precious oil, is a confession of 
faith in the divinity of the beloved one: ui[o'v yeou# kai' yeo;v (11,2).

the 12th stanza begins with a description of the “scene” in simon 
the Pharisee’s house, and the dialogue between him and Jesus follows, 
preceded by an internal monologue of simon, which is consistent with 
the message of the Gospel. the sight of the harlot bending over the 
lord, washing his feet with precious oil, and asking forgiveness (the 
refrain includes her words), outrages the host and induces him to doubt 
the truth of the Messiah:

9 this method originates from Melito of sardis – there is a known autothematic part 
of his homily Peri Pascha (35 -45) which explains the essence of such statements: the 
Old Testament as a prefiguration and model (tu;pov) of the new one. the connections 
between Romanos and Melito, see Wellesz 2006: 207ff.

10 See Josh. 2,6 -25.
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h'n e=kastov h[mw#n oi}den,

ou{tov kai' ou]k e/gnw> ei] h}n ga'r profh;thv, e]gi;nwsken (13,3 -4).11

Christ’s answer is much more extensive than in the Gospel, the par-
able of the debtors is another opportunity for the byzantine poet to 
weave many stylistic and rhetorical figures in his work, such as play 
on words (o[ crh;sav e]cari;sato o= ti e]crh;sato, 14,8),12 antitheses and 
original comparisons, for example the harlot as the Church (i/de th’n 
po;rnhn h’n ble;peiv kaya;per th’n e]kklhsi;an:, 17,9 -10). The humility 
and repentance of the convert woman gain here a universal dimension, 
which is not accidental in the kontakion structure – in the penultimate 
stanza romanos often goes from the story to general comment, what 
relates to the metatextual reality.

The sinful woman motif is not only an explanation of the read-
ings from the Scripture, though it is suggested by the definition of the 
kontakion as a poetic sermon, but as an extensive story it is a reason 
for reflection, comments, requests or lamentations and entreaties to 
save and wash out “the dirt of sins” (tou# borbo;rou tw#n e/rgwn) as in 
the words of the refrain, spoken by many characters occurring in the 
work.

the Gospel description of the event that took place in simon the 
Pharisee’s house takes Romanos over fifteen stanzas ten verses each, as 
it was expanded by elements such as the dialogue between the woman 
and the perfume seller, her monologues rich in lamentations, and Jesus’ 
words addressed to Simon are also longer and extended compared with 
the original. i would like to draw attention to the intrinsic feature of this 
passage, which is dialogue: we have harlot’s conversation with the per-
fume seller, simon the Pharisee’s conversation with Jesus, and Christ’s 
extensive speech about debtors also includes elements of the dialogue. 
so this story is a drama – not only a description of events, but an ani-
mated relationship in which people “perform” a lot of speaking. often 
a dialogue takes a “stepped” form: one of the characters says “you see 
that she is talking” and then quotes her words in oratio indirecta, and 

11 see barkhuizen’s commentary (barkhuizen 1990: 48).
12 Compare: an effective play on words absent from the biblical model (barkhuizen 

1990: 49).
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these are usually the words of the refrain.13 likewise, there are exten-
sive internal monologues that r. J. schork includes in dramatic parts.14

also J. H. barkhuizen writes about the scenic nature of the kontakion, 
though i cannot agree with the division of this work he proposed:

From the close strophe d’ up to the beginning of ib’ the poet has created two 
scenes […]. these two scenes are respectively (i) an interior monologue in 
which the harlot expresses both her remorse for her past life and her desire 
for a new life; and (ii) a scene in which she is engaged in a dialogue with 
the perfume seller (barkhuizen 1990: 34).

as it is shown in the above analysis, in the Pharisee’s house the scene 
also takes place: while the woman as a talking character is in the back-
ground, there are other characters – simon and Jesus. J. H. barkhuizen 
puts this last scene in the so -called “narrative part” (barkhuizen 1990: 
35) but, in my opinion, due to the form of a dialogue that occurs here it 
must be defined as a dramatic part as well. To paraphrase the scholar’s 
sentence concerning romanos’ kontakion On Judas, that the narrator, 
by means of the narrative apostrophe, creates a definite dramatic ef‑
fect (Barkhuizen 1986: 26), I would say the dramatic dimension was 
obtained in the kontakion in question by means of imitating the action 
on stage and introducing a living dialogue.

a vast majority of romanos’ kontakia have a similar central part con-
structed by dialogues, in which the words of the refrain are woven into 
expressions of individual characters in a very ingenious way. Here the 
words “from dirt of my actions” followed by “salvage”, “save”, “wash”, 
“release” are expressed successively by the narrator, the woman, and 
simon. the refrain with the preceding verses forms a semantic -syntactic 
whole, and unites all occurring characters with one thought – asking 
for forgiveness of sins, which is directly linked to the symbolism of 

13 […] h’n ble;peiv
klauymwj# bow#san> Ku;rie, lu;trosai; me*
tou# borbo;rou tw#n e/rgwn mou (13,9 -11).
*The Oxford edition has: de;spota, e/geiro;n me (according to the manuscript Pat‑

miacus 213).
14 Schork 1966: 277: Another technique employed by Romanos to introduce imagi‑

native elaborations of scriptural passages is the interior monologue.
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kontakion’s main heroine – the converted harlot. in addition, the refrain 
keeps the kontakion in a poetic convention – a simple narrative epic is 
devoid of this element, while the refrain gives it just a poetic tone.

2. THE kANON

kontakions, probably for some liturgical reasons – the demands from 
the part of church authorities to return to the traditional considerations 
and comments to the scriptures, and to limit the singing15 – have al-
ready been forced out in the 7th century by the canons. of the most im-
portant artists of the latter one can indicate Cosmas of Jerusalem, John 
Damascene, and Andrew of Crete – their creative work falls on the 7th 
and 8th centuries. The kanon is an even more extended poetic form con-
taining, admittedly, some features of kontakion, but usually consisting 
of nine songs (odes), a few or a dozen stanzas each. this structure 
of the chants cycle derives from the nine canticles of the scriptures, 
which are part of the liturgy of the Hours (Tripolitis 1992: xvii), so 
each separate ode should theoretically refer to the biblical canticles. 
later authors have not been following either a fixed number of odes 
(hence triodia, tetraodia etc.) or their thematic links with the bibli-
cal original, however they have retained the songs’ laudatory tone. al-
though A. Kazhdan defines a kanon as a “poetic sermon” (Kazhdan 
1999: 47), in fact it never replaced the sermon and did not perform the 
function of homiletic, it also had another place in the liturgy – morning 
service (ortros), evening (apodeipnon) or night (mesoniktikon) consist-
ing principally of singing hymns. the difference between a kontakion 
and a kanon is musical, as E. Wellesz notes (Wellesz 2006: 225), but 
I think that the differences are much greater on the level of literary text 
and structure.

J. Hennig describes the Megas Kanon of andrew of Crete as “litanic 
prayer” and the largest of the religious works of poetry in the Middle 
ages (along with irish poem “Félire” of Oengus the Culdee) (Hennig 
1963: 289). The Kanon is a collection of songs, each of which may have 

15 Wellesz (2006: 227) referring to the canons of the Council in Trullo (692).
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a slightly different structure and length – the nexus connecting all songs 
is the subject: the repentance, the sorrow over sin, asking for mercy 
and salvation of the soul. these motifs run through all the odes, so that 
there are variations on the theme of repentance, and as it happens in the 
piece of music of the same name (“canon”), the subject always comes 
back, but is realized in various ways. again, i quote a. kazhdan, who 
writes that Andrew is iterative in the Megas kanon, returning again and 
again to the same elements (sin, salvation, repentance, soul, tears, and 
so forth) (kazhdan 1999: 51).

the hirmos16 of the Ode I refers to the book of Exodus 15,2, other 
troparia along with the previous one form twenty four stanzas. the 
first three are of preliminary nature – they are a laudation addressed 
to God, and a command to the own soul to be confessed and repented. 
From the 4th to 10th stanza the narrator recalls his offences (this is 
actually like a confession), comparing himself to eve, adam, Cain, 
but also evokes abel as a contradictory exemplum, example not imi-
tated. in subsequent stanzas (10 -24) there are apostrophes to God and 
a prayer asking for mercy, and between them regret is woven for own 
sinfulness. Here we have several common themes of the sinful wom-
an from Romanos’ kontakion, for example the soul who squanders 
wealth and then, “hungry”, cries out for mercy, is the equivalent of the 
kontakion’s last stanza. in several strophes the refrain appears (in the 
second part of the ode after each of them), but is not used as regularly 
and as consequently as in the predecessor – in fact there are several 
repetitions used alternately:

w[v eu/splagcno;v moi do'v paraptwma;twn a/fesin

or

Sw#ter, sw#so;n me

or else

su; me oi/kteiron.

16 the hirmos is a model strophe with regard for rhythm, but also it constitutes 
a thematic link between the biblical song, what the kanon is derived from, and the 
subsequent stanzas.
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the Great Kanon strophes can be divided into two thematic groups: 
one part is the author’s apostrophes to his own soul, calling for repent-
ance, confession of his sinful life and petitions to God for mercy, and 
the second part, a great abundance of examples, in the vast majority 
of the old testament, presented as a series of sinners types on the one 
hand, penitents or converts on the other. i cannot agree with the opinion 
of J. Hennig that the Great Kanon is nine odes interspersed with vers-
es that have no “real sequence of thought” (Hennig 1963: 289), with 
the exception of chronology in relation to characters of the Scriptures. 
There are a lot of examples and I think the layout is very well thought-
-through. First, the chronology binds to the arrangement of prototypes 
of the kanon or biblical canticles, which are hirmoi of the separate ode, 
and those (biblical canticles) were more or less sung according to the 
sequence of the old testament books. this in turn implies recalling 
examples of the subsequent Old Testament, which is a kind of presenta-
tion of salvation history as the history of individual sins, failures, and 
trials of rising out of fall, and finally conversion by the grace of God. 
Secondly, interrupting the continuity of the examples is not so much 
lack of a sequencing thought, but a rhetorical treatment aimed at diver-
sifying the stories and avoiding monotony of so long the work.

The way in which examples are introduced and the principle of com-
position are commented on by andrew of Crete himself in the ode viii, 
when in the 12th troparion he makes autothematic reflection on the char-
acters from the old testament:

Th#v Palaia#v Diayh;khv a=pantav parh;gago;n soi, quch;,

pro'v u[pogrammo;n> mi;mhsai tw#n dikai;wn ta'v filoye;ouv pra;xeiv>

e/kfuge de' pa;lin tw#n ponhrw#n ta'v a[marti;av.

It is his summary and also indication that in giving examples, except 
that these are a pattern to follow in repentance and also warning against 
a crime of sin, he was guided by chronology. this is a look at the whole 
history in terms of sinfulness of the human soul and attempts at conver-
sion, and the continuous admonition his soul, as the most sinful.

In the examples taken from the Old Testament, presented chronologi-
cally, sometimes there are some motives of the new one as a supple-
ment, for example in the Ode III the wedding feast and a closed chamber 
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(Paprocki 2000: 109, note 171) are mentioned, a couple of times Peter is 
invoked, but the theme constantly appearing is a prostitute as an exam-
ple of special penance. already in the ode ii the harlot with the story of 
the Gospel (luc. 7,37) appears, as well as in predecessor’s work, not by 
name, but as a po;rnh:

Ta' da;krua ta' th#v po;rnhv, oi]kti;rmwn, ka]gw proba;llomai>

[Ila;syhti; moi, Sw#ter... (the 5th trop.)

and below:

[Hma;rthka> w=sper h[ po;rnh bow# soi>

Mo;nov h[ma;rthka; soi> w[v mu#ron de;cou, Sw#ter,

Ka]mou# ta' da;krua (the 22nd trop.)

andrew of Crete, however, does not develop the episode, does not 
make any bigger image of that, the fallen woman stands here in a line 
next to other characters of the Old and New Testaments mentioned by 
the poet, and serving as exempla of the sin, like Cain and lamech, or 
of conversion – the Publican. Also, as in the Ode I, positive examples 
are referred here, whose soul is not conformed to: enosh, enoch, noah. 
the narrator dwells on his sinfulness, wasting God’s gift which was 
a pure soul, devotion to evil, and it interweaves with repentance, the 
desire to repent (meta;noia), and asking for forgiveness. as J. Hennig 
notes, references to the characters opposite to the saints are rare in the 
prayers – the Great Kanon differs from this pattern, because it contains 
much more negative examples than those worthy of imitation.

the harlot is mentioned a few times, or as being “the better” of his 
sinful soul:

=Hmarton w[v ou]c h=marte po;rnh, kai' h]no;mhsa w[v ou]dei'v a/llov e]pi' gh#v (VII, 17),

or as a comparison of his complaint and remorse to her tears and oils:

dakru;w w[v h[ po;rnh... 
To' tw#n dakru;wn, Sw#ter, a]la;bastron, w[v mu;ron katakenw# e]pi' kefalh#v>

kra;zw soi w[v h[ po;rnh... (VIII, 14 and 17).

and in the last ode (iX) the motif of this heroine returns once again, 
when calling prostitutes and scoundrels to repentance (the 6th trop.) is 
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mentioned, when the harlot and the publican are presented as converted 
(the 16th trop.) or again, when the author regrets that his soul did not 
imitate the penance of the fallen woman (the 18th trop.). i do not hesi-
tate to say that the harlot is the guiding thread in the Kanon – h[ po;rnh is 
outside the chronology, beyond the linear representation of examples, 
from the beginning is held up as a model of metanoia, that soul should 
emulate in his conversion and because the author returns to her every 
time he calls his soul to repentance.

3. the troparion/sticheron

in addition to these two genres of the liturgical poetry troparia were cre-
ated, composed to celebrate various feasts of the liturgical year either 
in honour of the saints or martyrs, having a form similar to the tradi-
tional hymns of praise. troparion is considered to be the earliest form 
of Greek liturgical poetry, it is usually short, containing over a dozen 
verses17, sometimes a few stanzas of a lyrical character. a. tripolitis 
calls this types independent short laudatory hymns with their own melo‑
dies […] written for specific feasts of saints or important religious holi‑
days (Tripolitis 1992: xvii ). Kassia, a poetess and nun who lived in the 
9th century, is the author of this kind of beautiful and theologically deep 
hymns. she was probably also, as romanos, the composer for her songs 
(tillyard 1911: passim).18 tradition placed kassia’s troparaia in meno‑
logia, a collection of liturgical hymns for each day of the month, and 
her literary legacy also includes the kanons and non -liturgical works, 
such as gnomes and maxims.19

In the edition of Kassia’s works the commentator defines the hymn 
Ku;rie, h[ e]n pollai#v a[marti;aiv as “the penitential hymn on Mary 

17 in addition to the generic name troparion also functions sticheron, which better 
reflects the structure of the work.

18 the study is still very much appreciated in research on byzantine music.
19 i’m using here the term “non -liturgical” and not “secular” according to silvas 

(2006: 22), not as most researchers do, because I agree with her   opinion that this part of 
the kassia’s ouevre also refers to matters religious, spiritual, ideological (iconoclasm), 
it was not only applied in the liturgy, as troparia or kanons.
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Magdalene” (Tripolitis 1992: 76), although her name does not ap-
pear in the work, just as it does not appear in romanos the Melodist 
and andrew of Crete. in the troparion the woman is described with 
words peripesou#sa gunh;. as e. Catafygiotu -topping and a. M. silvas 
underline, only in kassia this character is not named directly po;rnh 
(Catafygiotu -Topping 1981: 207; Catafygiotu -Topping 1982: 203ff.; 
Silvas 2006: 31) and that is why the hymn stands out against other 
works taking up the subject of a harlot, but as we shall see below, self-
-esteem of the woman clearly indicates the nature of her actions.

the hymn begins with an apostrophe to Jesus Christ and simultaneous 
introduction of the sinful woman topic, that once, in a very condensed 
form, summarizes the essence of all events described in the Gospel:

Ku;rie, h[ e]n pollai#v a[marti;aiv

 peripesou#sa gunh,

th'n sh'n ai]syome;nh Yeo;thta,

 murofo;rou a]nalabou#sa ta;xin... 

The first verse refers to the Gospel of luke yet another way, namely 
by the juxtaposition of similarly -sounding words: kai' i]dou' gunh'  h = t iv 
h } n  e ] n  th # j  po ;lei  a [martwlo ; v ... (luc. 7,37; underl. by A. H.) and  
h[ e]n pollai#v a[marti;aiv (kassia). the author uses a similarity in the 
sound of the pronoun and the article (h=tiv and h[), repeats the preposition  
e]n, collates different parts of speech, such as noun and numerical adjective 
(po;lei and pollai#v), likeness of which is, after all, accidental, not related 
to the etymology, and finally, determinates the sin and the sinner by op-
erating on the same core. this is a very interesting kind of literary remi-
niscences – the allusion on the level of sound, the artistic device indicates 
the extraordinary sensitivity of the poetess to language and her sense of 
the wording of verbal expression (after all she was a composer!). The aim 
of this is not only to identify the source of her work’s content, but also 
a subtle change in the image of woman who will be discussed – the word 
of luke a[martwlo;v is stronger than kassia’s; it points to the person 
(and there was a woman in the city who was a sinner20), whereas kassia 

20 The translation from http://www.bibleing.com/versions/nasb/nasb_luke07.htm 
(accessed sept. 29, 2014).
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alleviates this assessment using expression consisting of an adjective 
and a noun not specifying explicitly (and therefore evaluating) the per-
son, but her guilt, which is the cause of the collapse (peripesou#sa). so, 
the entire pronunciation of kassia’s work seeks to ensure that the image 
of the harlot from the Gospel was more gentle (no terms like po;rnh), 
but it does not mean that metanoia in her case is smaller.

i will return to the question of Mary Magdalene, because words of 
the 4th verse, however, allow her to be associated with the heroine of 
the troparion – there is a mention of carrying oils to the tomb of Jesus. 
it was noted that kassia not only equates two women with one another, 
but gives a honourable role to her character: from the start of the hymn, 
the point is made (by the narrator of the hymn) that this fallen woman 
has been raised up and elevated to the position of myrrh ‑bearer (knapp 
1999: 600) and by means of three words, murofo;rou a]nalabou#sa 
ta;xin, the nun elevates the sinner to sanctity (Catafygiotu -topping 
1981: 207).21 the contrast between being “fallen” and “elevated” is 
very well reflected by two participles peripesou#sa and a]nalabou#sa, 
whose grammar endings sound the same, and prefixes (peri - and ana -) 
represent the opposites: as if “surroundings by sins” and “upward 
movement”.22 between them there is another participle – ai]syome;nh, 
crucial in the context of the whole hymn, because it indicates that God 
has played the most important role in her transformation.

by the word le;gousa the poet introduces the speech of fallen wom-
an: she confesses her sins by means of pictorial metaphors of the dark 
moonless night that engulfed her, and such naming acts meaningfully 
suggests the sexual sphere: oi}strov a]kolasi;av, e/rwv th#v a[marti;av. 
The physical darkness of night becomes a starting point to express 
the darkness of the soul dominated by sin. then the woman heart-
ily asks the savior to adopt her tears, to bend down to her regret, and 
as e. Catafygiotou -topping writes, the following are three petitions 
(Catafygiotu -Topping 1981: 208; Catafygiotu -Topping 1982: 207f.) – 
requests of the sinner returning to:

21 Compare Dyck’s discussion with the identification of the woman (Dyck 1986: 
66ff., note 9) and Tsironis’ opinion (Tsironis 2003: 142ff.).

22 The significance of the participle peripesou#sa is noted by Catafygiotu -topping 
(1982: 204, note 27).
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1. God the Creator of the Universe (de;xai mou ta'v phga'v tw#n dakru;wn);
2. God who humbled himself and took on the human body – there oc-

curs as if an alignment of the person asking and the recipient, the 
humiliated sinner and self -emptying God -man (ka;mfyhti; moi pro'v 
tou'v stenagmou'v th#v kardi;av);

3. the savior of souls, whereby the latter “petition” formally belongs to 
the prayer part of the hymn (mh'me th'n sh'n dou;lhn pari;dhjv).
these three petitions give the song a very emotional, personal, and 

lyrical character. K. Simić writes about Kassia’s dependence on Ro-
manos in some of the songs (Simić 2011: 19) – as far as it cannot be 
completely negated also in this case, in my opinion the extensive re-
quest differs kassia’s troparion from romanos’ work, which are similar 
in the content. While in the kontakion the characters engage in dialogue 
with each other and even in a prayer addressed to God – the request for 
deliverance from sin (i.e. the refrain) is often woven into a conversa-
tion, here the heroine returns direct ly  to God.

the scene of kissing and anointing the feet with oil was described by 
the woman herself as an announcement of what she will do. She looks 
to the future (Catafygiotu -topping 1982: 208), otherwise than in the 
Gospel or in romanos, where the scene “is happening”. at the price of 
dramatization kassia, however, deepens the description of inner emo-
tions and feelings, the promise made to Jesus becomes a lyrical declara-
tion of love given to the beloved. the words:

Katafilh;sw tou'v a]cra;ntouv sou po;dav,

a]posmh;xw tou;touv de' pa;lin

 toi#v th#v kefalh#v mou bostru;coiv...

fall within the scope of semantics of love (i remember a similar way of 
expressing in Romanos), but these are opposed to sins confessed above, 
by contrast of fatal and pure love. . Although these semantic fields 
somehow overlap (eros, the lust, kissing), the context and sequence of 
confessions show exactly repentance (metanoia).23

23 Compare tsironis 2003: 144: It is remarkable how tightly the body is linked to 
the metanoia, which is the changing of mind and the way in which the use and abuse 
of the body are insinuated in the context of sin and salvation through the personal 
relationship of the woman – and hence of every believer – with Christ.
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the lord’s feet are in turn a link between the story of a sinful wom-
an and an episode of the book of Genesis, when eve, having heard the 
steps of God, hid from fear and shame. eve, as it has been seen in the 
Great Kanon, is a popular example of lent, so it is not surprising that 
she was evoked by kassia, though some scholars consider this interca-
lation as artificial and destructive for composition of the work (Tillyard 
1911: 432; Dyck 1986: 71f.). In my opinion, as in Romanos, pronuncia-
tion of one story of scripture is strengthened and enriched by another 
– the parallel of the harlot and Eve is completely natural and justified. 
Kassia, as we have seen, uses different kinds of contrasts and juxtaposi-
tions: eve hid because of the sound of God’s feet, and kassia’s heroine 
is just coming close to those feet. eve from her holiness fell into a sin, 
the sinful woman from the collapse rises to sainthood.

The whole work has thirty one verses, the form is extremely con-
densed with very rich content. The reader/listener is introduced into 
subject in the preface, then by means of carefully selected metaphors 
an inner picture of the woman is presented to him. this is, however, 
not a narrative summarizing or expanding the episode from the Gos-
pel; all information about the event and the state of the woman’s soul 
are shown briefly, but – I emphasize – very clearly, by presentation 
of herself, her monologue full of regret, remorse, and returns to the 
merciful God. the fact that she is kissing and wiping the feet with her 
hair is expressed by verbs in the first person. The exclamation “oi/moi” 
introduced in her speech sets the woman obviously in a series of tragic 
heroines, that on athenian stage were talking about their feelings and 
experiences.24

to see how kassia concisely treated some issues just compare the 
topic of oils – she tells about this with one word (murofo;rou), while at 
Romanos’ work the same motif was expanded into two stanzas, com-
bined with the dialogue between a woman and a seller of perfume. 
While the epic style of the author of the kontakion is very clear, in 
the sticheron it is just selected and the whole story is rather only sig-
nalled, and the rest can be added in the recipient’s imagination. instead, 

24 This exlamation is discussed by Catafygiotu -Topping (1982: 206, note 39) and 
by Dyck (1986: 69).
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kassia’s hymn is unquestionably similar to romanos’ through very 
high personal emotions contained in the works: the authors achieve 
this thanks to immediacy of characters expression, and also by putting 
them as if “on the stage”.25 in both works, just the sinner woman asks 
for forgiveness (she is porte ‑parole of the author, and every participant 
of a penitential prayer can identify with her), but also in many apos-
trophes, addressed to God, expresses his power, the greatness of his 
mercy, and love for people. in romanos the greater emphasis is put on 
the dramatic situation, which was reached by dialogues, but in kassia 
in turn the immediacy of confession and prayers make the work more 
lyrical, and through various apostrophes and epithets of God it has 
a large theological idea.

4. tHe cONcLUSiONS

to summarize the above considerations it must be stated that the mo-
tif of the sinful woman in the byzantine liturgical works, despite the 
diverse structure and size, functions as being exemplary to the lead-
ing idea of the hymn. in all three genres the lament and humility are 
present, but otherwise the accents are spread and a poetic intention is 
another: romanos the Melodist emphasises dramatic events, andrew of 
Crete the depth of personal experience, Kassia – in the most condensed 
form combines the features of both writers: drama with lyrical confes-
sion and theological reflection. Romanos in his kontakion extended the 
story of the Gospel and made it a rich background for a discussion of 
the idea of   repentance and remission of sins. in the odes of the Great 
Kanon “a story” is fulfilled by exempla, these accumulation illustrates 
the image of a sinner’s soul. in contrast with her predecessors, kas-
sia does not paraphrase any biblical threads nor links examples, but 
focuses on a character who becomes a point of discussion about sin 
and forgiveness. and as in archaic poetry -prayer, the byzantine poetess 
emphasizes the close relationship with God, commitment and personal 

25 It is not clearly explained, whether a kontakion and a hymn of the Triodion were 
performed divided into roles.
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confession, which in any sense makes her next to the most famous poet-
ess of pre -Christian antiquity, sappho of course.26
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